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PART IV

IS DIE ANTWOORD BLACKFACE?

Adam Haupt

“Brother man, I’m Blacker than you. I’m keeping it real…”

Is Die Antwoord blackface? In a word, yes. During an interview in the US, Waddy Jones reportedly said, “God made a mistake with me. I’m actually black, trapped in a white body.” Jones’ claim is consistent with his lyrics on “Never le Nkemise” (off their recent album, Ten$ion): “Ninja, die wit kaffir/Ja, julle naaiers/Skrik wakker” [Ninja, the white kaffir/Yes, you fuckers/Wake up]. “Kaffir” is a racially pejorative Afrikaans term for a black person and its use in everyday discourse has generally not become as acceptable as the term “nigga,” which has featured in the lyrics and interviews of gangsta rappers, like the late Tupac Shakur, or in “hood films,” such as Juice (starring Shakur), Menace II Society, or Boyz N the Hood. Of course, the term “nigga” itself is a contested term and has been the focus of scholarly work, for example, Asim’s The N Word, as well as documentaries such as Larkins’ The N Word and Lazin’s Tupac Resurrection. Whilst, it is entirely possible that Jones is being ironic in the interview and his performances, it is worth noting that he reproduces racially problematic language that signals white, racist projections of blackness.

According to Eric Lott, blackface minstrelsy was developed in the nineteenth century America when “white men caricatured blacks for sport and profit.” He explains that although “it arose from a white obsession with black (male) bodies, which underlies white racial dread to our own day, it ruthlessly disavowed its fleshy investments through ridicule and racist lampoon.” Lott contends that “the minstrel show had disastrous consequences—particularly since black people had little room
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to contest publicly the social meanings generated out of their culture.” Therefore, blackface minstrelsy generated a range of meanings that could not be controlled by black subjects, given that they did not have the means to provide competing representations of blackness. Blackface revealed less about black subjects and more about white racist projections of black identities. Michelle Alexander writes that blackface pandered to white racism and made “whites feel comfortable with—indeed, entertained by—racial oppression.” Jonathan Hart describes cultural appropriation as the process by which “a member of another culture takes a cultural practice or theory of a member of another culture as if it were his own or as if the right of possession should not be questioned or contested.” For Hart, the unequal relations of power are an important element of this practice:

The debate over cultural appropriation is about whether speaking for others or representing them in fictional as well as legal, social, artistic, and political work is appropriate or proper, especially when individuals or groups with more social, economic, and political power perform this role for others without invitation. This appropriation of culture probably occurred before human records, but it has also been a function of “tribal”, national and imperial expansion.

Uneven power differentials produced by the history of colonial domination and imperialism, therefore, play a significant part in the practice of cultural appropriation, particularly in post-apartheid South Africa.

David Hesmondhalgh positions the question of power relationships in relation to marginal communities’ contribution to cultural expression on a global scale:

What does it mean, for example, to borrow from the cultures of more vulnerable social groups? What forms of accreditation and recompense are ethically desirable when engaging in such borrowing? These questions are important in any consideration of modern music because, for a variety of social and historical reasons, including the denial of literacy to slave populations, relatively dispossessed peoples have had a proportionately large influence on global popular music. This is most notably true of African-Americans, whose syncretic musics, from jazz to blues to soul to hip-hop, have been the basis of the most globally disseminated sounds.

Hesmondhalgh’s argument is that black subjects have often not been acknowledged or rewarded adequately for the extent to which their cultural expressions were appropriated and for the considerable influence of their work upon the world. His reference to the era of slavery and racist exploitation of black labor draws our attention to the uneven bargaining power of black subjects in negotiating white power. Although he offers the history of slavery in the US as an example, one should remember that his discussion also applies to the black experience in South Africa, where colonialism, the enslavement of Africans and diasporic South East Asians,
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as well as legislated apartheid, shaped the agency of black subjects. Relations of power aside, cultural appropriation need not be an intentional distortion of black subjects. As Perry Hall contends, “although whites have consistently been attracted by black rhythmic/musical sensibilities, this attraction is often obscured or distorted by racist habits of thoughts and association that provoke suppression and denial, even while conjuring powerful attractions.”

It is from this perspective, that white representations or projections of blackness reveal more about white subjects than about black identity. In her discussion of the legacy of the minstrel shows in US gangsta rap and “other forms of Blaxploitation,” Alexander states that “today’s displays are generally designed for white audiences.” This situation is not very different from “the minstrel shows of the slavery and Jim Crow eras,” she argues. Not surprisingly, we find that the “majority of consumers of gangsta rap are white, suburban teenagers.”

This may, in part, explain why Die Antwoord has been so popular in the United States.

Whilst Die Antwoord’s parodies reference white and “coloured” working-class subjects, it is clear that the artists themselves are far better resourced than the subjects of their work. The set design, props, costumes, cinematography and editing of the band’s first music video, “Enter the Ninja,” suggest that a great deal of conceptualisation and expertise went into producing this video. The video opens with Ninja addressing the camera directly: “Checkit. Hundred per cent South African culture. In this place, you get a lot of different things. Blacks, whites, coloureds. English, Afrikaans, Xhosa, Zulu, watookal [whatever]. I’m like all these different things, all these different people fucked into one person.”

Before this monologue, there is a close-up shot in which only the left side of his face and naked shoulder are visible in the low-lit set. His head is tilted down and his eyes are closed as he holds his hands to his face, as if in prayer. Shots of tattoos on his body— including an image of cartoon character Richie Rich, accompanied by his name; a hand wielding a knife; and the words “pretty wise” at the base of his throat—flash briefly across the screen, accompanied by eerie sound effects that one normally encounters in horror films or slasher movies. As he begins to speak, we do not see his eyes; we mostly just see his mouth, which draws attention to what appears to be gold fillings in his teeth. In the rapid edit of images, we also see a close-up shot of late hip-hop and visual artist
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and DJ Leon Botha, who suffered from a rare disease, progeria; his profile is presumably meant to add to the eeriness produced by the jump cuts and grating sound effects during Ninja’s lead-in to the song.

By the end of the monologue, we see Ninja’s full profile as he scowls directly at the camera; this shot is alternated with that of Botha. An assortment of references is thus made. Ninja is supposed to seem sinister and menacing by associating the opening scene with the genre of the slasher or horror film, specifically those parts of such films where the edits and sound effects signify that the plot is about to take a violent twist at the hands of a “psycho,” a term that he references towards the end of the music video. This appearance is facilitated by the tattoos on his body. Although his accent may mark Ninja, Jones’ character, as white, Afrikaans-speaking and working-class, the tattoos allude to Cape Flats gang culture. In fact, the references to the knife, Richie Rich and the graffiti image of Casper the Friendly Ghost wielding a large penis are reminiscent of prison-gang tattoos and gang graffiti. The term “pretty wise” alludes to “raak wys”—a call for people to become wise or “get with the programme.” To become wise, in this context, means to become streetwise or to obtain the knowledge that is needed to gain the respect of the gang members. The aesthetic of the tattoos on Ninja’s body mimics those of prison-gang tattoos, too, in that they appear to be hand-drawn—as they are in prisons, with the makeshift materials at gang members’ disposal. Ninja’s tattoos allude to prison tattoos connotatively without actually making denotative connections; the band does not refer directly, but alludes to the numbers gang, the 26s and 28s, via tattoos and the graffiti that appears in the background of their set.

The set design and costumes of Die Antwoord evoke associations with “coloured” gang culture without actually confronting the gritty detail of township life under the shadow of gangs. Ninja’s lyrics operate in a similar manner by using terms and expressions associated with Cape Flats gangster-speak: “Trying to fuck up my game with razor sharp lyrical throw-stars, here my flow’s hot/ho$tle, wild out of control/ninja skop befokte rof taal [Ninja kicks fucked up rough language], rough rhymes [sic] for tough times.” The term “hosh” is a gangster appellation. In this context, “ho$tle” alludes to either gangster style or cool style. The use of the dollar sign in Afrikaans blogger Griffin’s transcriptions of “Enter the Ninja” is also a reference to gang graffiti, which often employs these symbols in words where the letter “s” is meant to be used. The dollar signs also feature prominently in graffiti on the set where Ninja performs his rap. Two large dollars signs are made up of the images of two s-shaped snakes with swords crossing through them vertically. In addition, the name of the band’s debut album, $O$, employs these symbols. One could read the repetition of these symbols with Cape gangsters’ obsession with the US culture as well as the desire to become rich. The style of the graffiti text also marks neighborhoods as gang territory, and the aesthetic differs noticeably from the wider range of styles, themes, and colours employed by hip-hop graffiti artists when they create murals or simply tag public spaces. In essence, superficial references to
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Cape gang culture are made in order establish the street credibility of Jones’ persona, Ninja. The rap borrows from battle rhymes in its rhetorical aggression and boasts that

Ninja is *poes koel,* but don’t fuck with my game boy
or I’ll *poes* you, life is tough, when I get stuck and my time is up
I push through, till I break-break-break on through to the other side
fantastically poor with patience like the stalker
ninja is hardcore, been cut so deep feel no pain.109

The term “*poes*” is a pejorative term for “vagina”; here, it is used as an adjective that qualifies the term “cool” (“*koel*”). Ninja’s repetitive use of this term, along with other Afrikaans expletives, is meant to position him as “hardcore.” Interestingly, however, Die Antwoord’s lyrics are actually in English and employ English syntax, while code-switching into Afrikaans and employing Afrikaans expletives. The language, therefore, borrows heavily from non-standard dialects of Afrikaans, while making itself accessible to a wider, English-speaking international audience. The use of certain aspects of Cape Flats dialects of Afrikaans, code-switching, references to kung fu and karate movies and Die Antwoord’s spoof of gangster rap form part of the band’s parodic intertextuality.

As I have said, it is ironic that the crew’s founding member, Waddy Jones, is neither “coloured” nor white Afrikaans working class; rather he is a well-resourced white, English-speaking South African. Die Antwoord’s use of the non-standard dialect of Afrikaans that is often spoken in Cape Flats townships, created by the apartheid state’s Group Areas Act to separate erstwhile “coloured,” white, and black African citizens so that its system of racial categorization became real in the minds of South Africans, amounts to cultural appropriation given that “coloured” subjects themselves have not been able to convert their cultural expressions into symbolic capital. Like Wikus, the protagonist of *District 9* who literally becomes an alien in a film that references apartheid-era racism and forced removals in neighborhoods like District Six,110 Waddy Jones “goes native” by adopting the Cape Flats dialect of Afrikaans, by acquiring tattoos that reference Cape township gang subcultures and by employing Afrikaans expletives that are stereotypically associated with Cape “coloured” gangsters. Jones’ transformation into Ninja of Die Antwoord happens both literally through the transformation of his body with tattoos and figuratively through his use of language. Like Wikus, Jones operates in the tradition of blackface minstrelsy; he needs to “blacken up” to make his performance work. He becomes a “*wit kaffir,*” in other words.111

The success of *District 9* and Die Antwoord teaches us that neo-colonial thinking on racial and gendered identities has local and global appeal, but also that South Africa’s transition to democracy has done little to diversify the range of cultural expressions that can reach global audiences, particularly those from the Global
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North. Ultimately, diverse South African subjects’ access to the necessary social and economic capital to produce internationally competitive cultural products is constrained by South Africa’s neo-liberal economic policies,\(^\text{112}\) which have done little to reduce racialised class inequalities, as well as by hegemonic perceptions of blackness. In essence, this is how a privileged, white, English-speaking South African artist is able to “go native” and become a Web 2.0 viral marketing success story in the US and Europe.\(^\text{113}\)
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\(^{113}\) For a more detailed analysis of Die Antwoord, see Haupt, *Static*. In this book, I pay closer attention to gender politics and also explore debates about the “white trash” race and class stereotype in the performances of Die Antwoord, which is also discussed by Anton Krueger in this roundtable.
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